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Washington Watch

Liberal’s lament
By Dr James J Zogby 

Ifind it exceptionally irritating when I hear liberals
worry about whether Israel will be able to remain
a “Jewish and Democratic State” if it retains con-

trol of occupied Palestinian lands. It’s irritating
because Israel is not now a democratic state nor has it
ever tried to be one.

A state which prioritizes rights for one group of
citizens (in this case Jews, who comprise 80 percent
of the population) over the rights of another group
(Arabs, who are 20 percent of Israel’s citizenry),
cannot be democratic. Israel discriminates against
its Arab citizens in law, social services, funding for
education, and in everyday life. So while the con-
cerns of liberals in the West are about the future of
Israeli democracy, what they ignore is the reality of
Israel, in practice. 

As I document in my book, “Palestinians: the
Invisible Victims”, from its inception in 1948, Israel
has guaranteed rights and opportunities for Jews at
the expense of the indigenous Palestinians who
remained after the Nakba. Instead of experiencing
democracy, these Arabs were subjected to harsh mili-
tary law, as a result of which they were denied funda-
mental human and civil rights. Their lands and busi-
nesses were confiscated. And they were even denied
the opportunity to join the labor movement, or form
independent political parties. 

During the past 70 years, these Palestinian Arab
citizens of Israel have made significant advances as
they organized and fought to expand their rights. But
as two stories that have appeared recently in the
Israeli media make clear, the contradiction inherent in
being a democracy and a Jewish state continues to
plague Israel.           

In the first story we read that the leadership of the
Knesset disqualified a proposed piece of legislation
offered by a group of Arab legislators. The bill “Basic
Law: Israel, a State of All Its Citizens” sought to guar-
antee equal rights for all Israelis - Jews and Arabs
alike. Apparently the Knesset leaders were so threat-
ened by this bill that they were unwilling to even allow
it to be introduced and debated. At the same time,
however, Jewish members of the body are advancing
another piece of legislation which defines Israel as the
“national state of the Jewish People”, making it clear
that Arabs are at best, second class citizens.    

In another story, we learn that Jewish residents of
Afula, a town in Northern Israel, demonstrated
against the proposed sale of a home in their commu-
nity to an Arab family. The flyer, mobilizing Afula resi-
dents to come to the demonstration criticized “the
sale of homes to those who are undesirable in the
neighborhood”. The former mayor of the community
is quoted in the story saying “the residents of Afula
don’t want a mixed city, but rather a Jewish city, and
it’s their right.”

Apartheid 
This is the impact of the apartheid system that

Israel established to govern the lives of its Arab citi-
zens. Since 1948, Israel not only confiscated lands sur-
rounding Arab towns and villages to make way for
Jewish agriculture and development, it denied Arabs
the right to purchase land and homes in Jewish com-
munities. Reflecting how this history has led to the
demonstration in Afula, the leader of the Arab bloc in
the Knesset said, “It is not a surprise that in a country
that has founded 700 towns for Jews and not even
one for Arabs, the idea that Arabs should be pushed
aside does not shock citizens... our hope of living
together is crumbling due to hatred and racism fueled
by the government.”   

Meanwhile, in the West Bank, Israel appears to be
preparing a similar fate for the Palestinians living
under occupation. Continuing the practice the Israelis
instituted in the Galilee region, they have been slowly
and steadily concentrating captive West Bank
Palestinians into enclaves, denying them access to
their land and in some cases, evicting them from their
communities. One recent case reported in the Israeli
press involves a Supreme Court decision allowing the
state to demolish the West Bank community of Khan
al Ahmar and to forcibly relocate “its citizens to a site
near a dumpster in Abu Dis” - a Palestinian communi-
ty near occupied East Jerusalem. At risk are Khan al
Ahmar’s 173 residents and the community’s school
that serves 150 youngsters from there, and neighbor-
ing villages. This is one of four recent forced evictions
to clear areas of Palestinians in order to consolidate
Israeli control.         

These three stories combined, have two things in
common. On the one hand, they establish that it is a
contradiction in terms to consider that Israel can be
both Jewish and democratic at the same time. Liberals
therefore, can stop fretting about the danger facing
Israeli democracy in the future. It already is, in prac-
tice, an apartheid state.

Next to consider is the fact that none of these sto-
ries made it into the US press and so I suppose I can
almost understand the Western liberal’s lament. Since
they just don’t know how Israel behaves, they have no
idea that the future they fear, is already here.    

NOTE: Dr James J Zogby is the President of the Arab
American Institute

US property crisis looms as sea level rises

‘Yugonostalgia’ 
drives iconic 
Yugo car tours

‘Join us comrade!’ tourists are warmly
greeted, as they climb into a vintage
car that is no longer produced for a

visit back in time to a country that no longer
exists. As a symbol of the former Yugoslavia,
the Yugo car is back in vogue on Belgrade’s
streets. Like in other places once stranded
behind the detested Iron Curtain, the Serbian
capital has found a unique way to cater for a
surge in interest and even nostalgia for life
under communism.

On a three-hour tour, visitors see some of
Yugoslavia’s most significant sites, seated in
one of the once ubiquitous Yugos, ending up
at the Museum of History of Yugoslavia which
holds dictator Josip Broz Tito’s mausoleum.
“People come to experience rides in an iconic
car and it is something they cannot experi-
ence anywhere else in the world actually,”
Jovana Stojiljkovic, who manages the
Yugotour travel agency, told AFP. The last
Yugo cars were produced a decade ago, but,
says Stojiljkovic, they are still a hit among
tourists for the “Rise and Fall of a Nation”
tour, on which most clients are foreigners.
“It’s something similar to a Trabant (East
German car) tour in Berlin,” she says.

Made in Yugoslavia 
For vintage car aficionados, Belgrade has a

lot to offer, with sightings of American
Chryslers or Ford limousines not uncommon.
And for the handful of “Made in Yugoslavia”
makes of car, thousands still rumble around on
Balkans roads more than 25 years after
Yugoslavia’s collapse. As well as the Yugo, the

small Fica and Zastava 101, all produced at the
Zastava plant in the central town of Kragujevac,
were the pride of communist Yugoslavia. They
were highly popular due to their low price. But
the Yugo car was also often the butt of jokes
over its design and unreliability. It even
appeared in the 1995 Hollywood blockbuster
“Die Hard With a Vengeance” with Bruce Willis
and Samuel L Jackson. Now it is tourists from
all over the world climbing into the Yugos,
which in their heyday were exported from
Yugoslavia to 74 countries, including Egypt,
India and even the United States.  Described by
the communist authorities as the “deal of the
century” for the US market, the Yugo had only
limited success there, however.

When Stojiljkovic was born in 1992,
Yugoslavia had already fallen apart in a series
of bloody wars and most of its republics were
already independent states. But by the age of
25, she had launched a career in preserving
the memory of the Socialist Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia (SFRJ) and telling its story,
coinciding with a wave of “Yugonostalgia”
among some for a period viewed as having
enjoyed peace and relative prosperity before
the onset of the conflicts.

Dennis Bertelsen, a 38-year-old Dane on a
weekend visit to the city, was among the hun-
dreds of thousands of tourists descending on
Belgrade - it hosted one million last year,
835,000 of whom were from abroad, accord-
ing to official figures. With his three friends,
he said he took the tour “to get a view of the
history and what actually had been the devel-
opment and downfall of Yugoslavia”.

The itinerary includes passing by the
famous Hotel Jugoslavija on the Danube river
bank, one of the country’s most luxurious at
the time. Guests included US presidents
Richard Nixon and Jimmy Carter as well as
Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II. 

The hotel has been out of service since it
was hit in a 1999 NATO bombing campaign
to force the then Serbian strongman
Slobodan Milosevic to withdraw his troops

from Kosovo but the building still has a myth-
ical status.

‘Commercialization’ 
Polish student Dominik Wojciechowski came

across the tour while researching the Fica car
for his photo-art project on so-called
Yugonostalgia, a feeling still present in all the
countries that emerged after Yugoslavia’s col-
lapse, although much less in Croatia where a
national sense of being Croat is ultra dominant.
“I am interested in this process of commercial-
ization of Yugonostalgia and how people today
are trying to preserve knowledge of Yugoslavia,
while the older generation even (attempts) to
return to these times,” the 25-year-old said.

For him, the most impressive part of the
tour was a 30-floor twin tower called Genex,
or Western Gates of Belgrade, still among the
tallest in the city. “You stand below it and look

up how big it is and feel this grandiosity of
Yugoslavia and how powerful it was,” he said.
Most tourists know very little about
Yugoslavia, its 22 million people and dictator
Tito who led it from the end of World War II
until his death in 1980. A decade later, the fed-
eration comprising six republics - Bosnia,
Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and
Slovenia - collapsed in a series of wars that
claimed more than 130,000 lives.

Although Stojiljkovic never lived in
Yugoslavia she said she nevertheless knows a
lot about it. “I have heard all the stories from
my parents, their friends and the rest of my
family, so based on their experience it was a
really nice time, they had a good time,” she
said. And she herself is now the proud owner
of two Fica cars, which, she said, was “to
show to the rest of the world what they meant
to us”. — AFP 

Along sun-splashed shorelines in the US state of Florida,
home prices are on the rise, developers are busy building
new complexes, and listings just blocks from the beach

describe homes that are “not in a flood zone,” meaning no flood
insurance is required. But experts warn that ignoring sea level
rise won’t prevent a looming economic crisis caused by water-
logged homes that will someday become unsafe, uninhabitable
and too costly to insure.

A reality check may come sooner than many may think, accord-
ing to a report out yesterday by the Union of Concerned Scientists,
which finds as many as 64,000 coastal residences worth $26 bil-
lion in Florida are at risk of chronic flooding in the next 30 years,
the life of a typical mortgage. Across the United States, 311,000
coastal homes with a collective market value of about $120 billion
in today’s dollars are at risk of chronic flooding by 2045, it said. By
century’s end, if current trends continue, more than $1 trillion in
commercial and private US property may be at risk, “with Florida’s
coastal real estate among the most exposed,” said the report. And
it’s not because of the increased risk of hurricanes or storm surge.
Rather, the danger comes from flooding due to hide tides - some-
times called sunny day floods, or nuisance flooding - when water
pools into streets, sidewalks, storefronts and homes.

“This risk is relatively near-term, well before places go under-
water completely, and even in the absence of storms,” said Rachel
Cleetus, lead economist and policy director with the Climate and
Energy program at the UCS. Coastal real estate markets are not
currently factoring in these risks, she told AFP. “But market per-
ceptions can shift and they can shift quickly in some places,” she
added, describing a market correction as “inevitable.”

‘Slow-moving disaster’ 
To make the risks clearer to people, UCS released a search-

able online map that shows where the risks are highest, available
at www.ucsusa.org/underwater. The online realty site Zillow pro-
vided data for the analysis but did not take part in the scientific
research. The projections use a high-end scenario for sea level
rise because that is an “appropriately conservative projection to
use” when estimating risk to homes, often people’s largest asset,
Cleetus said. Chronic inundation is defined in the report as flood-
ing that happens at least 26 times a year. By 2045, rising seas are
expected to bring an extra 1.8 feet (55 cm) of water along
Florida’s coast, according to the UCS report. By 2100, Florida
can expect an average of 6.4 extra feet of water - an awful lot
given that the state’s average elevation above sea level is only
about six feet, with many places three feet or below. “This is a
slow-moving disaster,” said Cleetus.

The low-lying Tampa Bay area, Miami and The Keys island
chain face the most peril from sea level rise. One worry is that
insurance premiums will increase so much that coastal homes

become unaffordable for those with fixed or lower incomes. Local
governments may decide to cut power and water to flooded
neighborhoods. Many will risk losing their largest financial asset
- their homes - and municipalities will forfeit huge amounts of
revenue from property taxes. In Florida alone, the “homes at risk
by 2100 currently contribute roughly $5 billion collectively in
annual property tax revenue,” said the report.

‘If it rains...’ 
The problem of outdated flood maps long predates US President

Donald Trump, who has called global warming a hoax perpetrated
by the Chinese, quit the Paris climate accords and rolled back envi-
ronmental protections since taking office. According to Desiree
Companion, a certified floodplain manager employed by Sarasota
County, the US government-issued flood maps that people consult
when building or buying a home are decades old in many places.
During a free seminar at a local library this month, she said residents
often tell her they don’t need flood insurance because they aren’t in a
high-risk zone. “If it rains where you are, you’d best be getting it,”
she told the seven people gathered in a library meeting room, where
most of the 50 seats were empty. Federal flood maps are based on

risk of a “100-year-event,” defined as 10 inches (25 cm) of rain
falling in 24 hours, she explained. Last year’s Hurricane Harvey
dropped 51 inches over Texas in that amount of time. “Everybody is
in a flood zone,” she said.

Who is to blame? 
Inaccurate flood risk information is just one of many factors

fueling the crisis, said Jeffrey Huber, an assistant professor in the
school of architecture at Florida Atlantic University. “Nowhere is a
realtor required to actually tell someone that the property they are
purchasing is vulnerable to sea level rise,” he told AFP. “Who is
telling them that their property is vulnerable if not a realtor? If not
an architect?” Most developers know, and so do most municipali-
ties, he added. “The general audience isn’t necessarily educated
enough to know.” Solutions may be complex, but making signifi-
cant cuts to greenhouse gas emissions would help, said report co-
author Astrid Caldas, a senior scientist at UCS. As much as 85 per-
cent of the property at risk might be saved if the Paris Agreement
goals are met, limiting warming to a maximum of 2 C this century,
she said. “The longer we wait to drastically reduce emissions, the
less likely it is that we will achieve this outcome.” — AFP 

This photo taken on June 16, 2018 shows a low-lying home near sea level in the Indian Beach neighborhood of
Sarasota, Florida, next to an empty lot advertised at $1.49 million. — AFP 

Jovana Stojiljkovic, manager of the Yugotour agency, poses for a picture on
May 25, 2018 by a Yugoslav-era popular car “Zastava 101” in front of the
Hotel Jugoslavija (Yugoslavia) in Belgrade. — AFP 


